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LAUNCH OF NEW YORK STATE S FIRST SHARED E-SCOOTER PROGRAM
BY BIRD AND THE CITY OF YONKERS TEAM

PARIS - YONKERS, 07.08.2020, 09:59 Time

USPA NEWS - Bird, the leader in shared short range electric transportation, in collaboration with representatives from the city of
Yonkers, NY today announced Bird will be the exclusive provider of shared e-scooters to residents and visitors. This marks the first
ever e-scooter pilot in New York State and is scheduled to launch in August with its fleet of Bird Twos. The Bird Two represents an
unmatched advancement from a city, rider, and hardware experience. 
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Resulting from Mayor Spano's commitment to sustainability, Yonkers is a micromobility pioneer, having been one of the first cities in
New York to embrace dockless bike share in 2018. The City is now further advancing its commitment to sustainability and safe streets
by bringing residents access to additional sustainable transportation options with Bird shared e-scooters. Yonkers' embrace of shared
e-scooters is also another strong indication that urban transportation is rapidly evolving in response to a coronavirus pandemic that
has underscored the importance of sustainable, socially distant mobility options. During COVID-19 lockdowns around the world, cities
globally have introduced plans for more than 2600 additional miles of slow streets and temporary bike lanes. 

"Yonkers' dedication to micromobility is unparalleled, and Bird is honored to serve in the first e-scooter pilot program both here and in
New York State," said Rebecca Hahn, Chief Corporate Social Responsibility Officer of Bird. "Like so many New Yorkers, Yonkers
residents are adopting more socially-distant transportation habits in the wake of COVID-19. We're looking forward to providing a safe,
sustainable and convenient way for them to stay mobile and support local businesses as the city continues to recover and rebuild." 

"Yonkers is pleased to once again lead the way as a progressive city in offering smart, emission-free transportation solutions for our
community," said Yonkers Mayor Spano. "Partnering with Bird will provide residents and visitors the opportunity to travel our city with
ease and convenience all while being affordable, reliable and fun."
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